
SCREENWRITING AGENTS UKM

List of all screenwriting agents in the UK, literary agents representing writers in film and television. Check their
submission policies before.

We wanted the company to reflect the best aspects of both small and large agencies. Our Film, TV and Theatre
department looks after talented writers originating and scripting material for stage, screen and new media, as
well as selling screen and stage rights to the books we handle. Check out my consultancy page. Well, in a way,
yes. Elizabeth Dench of previously Seifert Dench Associates. Quite honestly? WME represents elite artists
across every entertainment sector, specifically film, television, music, theatre, advertising, literature and
digital media. We are always ensuring we do the most to promote them and their work, in the UK and
internationally. No plays, poetry, textbooks, children's, technical, legal or medical books. We represent all
manner of writers and directors working in drama across film, television and theatre; from those at the peak of
their careers to those at the very beginning. A range of agents are available to assess your work. Agents also
know good writing when they see it. Do not send your script s until requested. Twitter: DenchArnold Elaine
Steel Management Elaine Steel represents writers and directors in film, television, stage and radio as well as
book writers Website: elainesteel. What binds us all is our enthusiasm for our clients, great drama and the
deal-making that facilitates it. While we have particular expertise in advising and representing significant
literary estates we are equally excited by working with newer writers who will become the voices of the next
generation. Naturally, a referral is the golden ticket that is difficult to obtain. Once your success scales to such
a magnitude, the help is invaluable. The list below is a complete list of UK agents. We have close
relationships with the major film and television agents and managers in the U. In , the agency completed a
management buyout and formed a partnership with the new name, ICM Partners. Full details regarding their
submission process can be found on the submissions page of the agency. Do not send an SAE as all rejected
material is recycled. Since then, the agency has grown to include four agents and one associate agent in the
literary department, and three film and TV agents and one associate agent in our media department. We are
naturally drawn to original voices and those with passion and ambition and are respected within the industry
for our thoughtful and targeted submission. But if all you want to do is skip straight down to our list of agents,
you can do so here: If you actually want a list of US literary agents, then you need to be here instead.
Alongside the relationship with their individual agent, clients benefit from an integrated approach, whereby
each of the agents is actively involved in working on behalf of the client list as a whole.


